
 

 

DATES TO REMEMBER 
 

Holocaust Film Series, 

Emmet O’Neal Library 

    March 1, 5, 8, 12 
 

Birmingham Public Library 

Speaker Series 

    March 4, 11, 18, 25 
 

TDIL  Exhibitions 

Bevill State Community College  

    January 15-March 4 
 

Mtn. Brook Jr. High, March 9-13 
 

Shelton State Community  

    College, March 24-April 9 
 

Social Security Administration 

    Birmingham, April 13-17 
 

Holt High School, April 27-May 1 
 

Yom HaShoah Remembrance 

Programs 

Birmingham Community 

    April 12, Temple Beth-El 
 

Alabama Holocaust Commission 

    April 14, Montgomery 
 

Jacksonville State University 

    April 14, Jacksonville 
 

Auburn University at Montgomery 

    April 15, Montgomery 
 

L’Chaim 2015 

    August 24, ASFA 

 

L’Chaim 2015 will be held on Sunday, August 23rd at the Dorothy Jemison 

Day Theater of the Alabama School of Fine Arts. This year, the BHEC will  

honor Brenda and Fred Friedman and the educators whose work they have so 

generously funded.  A featured speaker will be Dr. William (Bill) E. Engel,         

Professor of English at Sewanee.  Bill, a Birmingham native, serves as an        

Educational Consultant to the Tennessee Holocaust Commission and the     

Nashville Holocaust Memorial. The L’Chaim program will combine education 

and the arts to honor the Friedmans and the teachers who bring the history 

and the lessons of the Holocaust to students in Alabama. 

L’Chaim 2015: Honoring Brenda & Fred Friedman     

   

 

Each year, as the events and the stories of the Holocaust fade further into the past, our task to keep the 

history and the lessons of the Holocaust alive in our community becomes more and more important. Along 

with our local Holocaust survivors, who continue to be the main focus of our work and whose stories have 

been documented by the BHEC, we realize there are second and third generation survivors in our midst 

whose family stories still need to be preserved and shared.   
 

This year’s Yom HaShoah Commemoration will be at Temple Beth-El on  Sunday, April 12, at 3:00 pm, and 

we want to feature these stories – your stories. Our program will be titled: 
 

STORIES REMEMBERED AND RETOLD 

The stories of deceased Holocaust survivors as told by their local descendants. 
 

If you are interested in having your family’s story included, please contact our 

office. Although we hope to use all of the submitted stories, we recognize this 

may not be possible and some stories will need to be saved for another      

commemoration event. 
 

“Don’t forget, tell the world” was the last thing many of the victims said before 

they were taken to their deaths. Join us in telling the stories to ensure that the Holocaust is remembered 

and its lessons are taught. Together we can fulfill the promise of “Never Again.” 

Birmingham Community Yom HaShoah Commemoration                         

Winter/Spring 2015 
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BHEC Welcomes New Program Director, Rebecca Dobrinski 

 

Rebecca will be working part-time and is excited to be joining BHEC at this time, 

“With the BHEC becoming its own 501(c)(3) and broadening its educational offerings, 

this is an interesting time to be involved. I’m thrilled to be here to help BHEC grow 

and take the next steps as an organization.”  
 

In addition to her career with a variety of nonprofits, Rebecca covers the City of 

Birmingham’s Design Review Committee meetings for the weekly newspaper, Weld; 

writes about art for the Atlanta-based BurnAway; and contributes essays and book 

reviews to Zen Dixie, an internet magazine out of Nashville.  
 

Rebecca also organizes docent tours at historic Oak Hill Cemetery, and has been a 

tour guide there since the inception of the annual living history tour six years ago. She coordinates 

volunteers and event day logistics for TEDxBirmingham, the local version of the famous TED talks. After 

volunteering for different causes over the past 20 years, she now leads volunteers for events such as the 

Y’all Connect social media conference and the Beast of Birmingham strength competition. 
 

Rebecca earned a BA and MA in History from UAB, and an MA in the Historic Preservation of Architecture 

from the Savannah College of Art & Design. During graduate school, Rebecca served as Editor-in-Chief of 

the Vulcan Historical Review and founded the Graduate History Forum.  

INSIDE THIS ISSUE 

Brenda and Fred Friedman 
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Letter from the President                       Phyllis Weinstein, President 

 

It has been thirteen years since six concerned and interested individuals established a committee to remember the Holocaust. We 

are anticipating 2015 to be an historic year.  

 Our first full year as a non-profit 501(c)(3) corporation 

 Our first full year with new staff: Rebecca Dobrinski, part-time Program Director, and  Chelsea Tucker, full-time Office Manager 

 Our first year following a strategic plan developed by the newly elected Board of Directors. 
 

During the past decade as an all-volunteer organization, we made great strides and continue to impact our community and state. We 

have been encouraged and honored to partner with major cultural and educational institutions in our city and throughout the state.  
 

Already in the coming months, as you will read in this issue of Legacy, there are plans for teacher workshops, increased BHEC  

library activity, an important film series, and our 11th year to host Holocaust lectures at the Birmingham Public Library.  
 

Through generous gifts, our collection of art and Holocaust memorabilia has grown. We welcome your contributions to this collection. 

We are growing in many directions, all which are essential to bringing the history and lessons of the Holocaust to our students,    

teachers, and the citizens of our city and state. 
 

Through our membership in the Association of Holocaust Organizations, we learn of programming, exhibits, and activity from    

throughout the world, and we, too, have benefitted others with educational information from the BHEC. Within our state, we are  

members and participants in the Alabama Association of Nonprofits and the Alabama Museum Association. 
 

The former Chief Rabbi of Israel and Chairman of Yad Vashem, Rabbi Israel Meir Lau, a Holocaust survivor liberated from             

Buchenwald at the age of eight (and having had no formal education, could neither read nor write) rightly calls himself a “memory 

messenger.” We, too, seek to be a messenger in our goal to always keep alive the message of the Holocaust through OUR memory 

messengers: Holocaust survivors speaking and our increasing testimony collection. With your continued generous support, we will be 

assured of achieving this goal. 
 

Please join us in March for our Film Series and Speaker Series, and in April for the community Yom HaShoah Commemoration. We 

welcome your visit to see our collections and view the permanent display of Darkness Into Life: Alabama Holocaust Survivors 

Through Photography and Art. 

 

 

March 4 • Lisa Byrd • Survival in the Forest: Isidore Karten and the Partisans 
Lisa Byrd, a teacher at Mortimer Jordan High School, introduces Survival in the Forest: Isidore Karten and the Partisans, a film by the 

Jewish Partisan Education Foundation. The documentary follows two teenage brothers as they trace the footsteps of their            

grandfather, a Jewish Partisan who saved over 400 Jews during World War II. In 2013, the boys returned to the forests of modern-day 

Ukraine and the rural villages now void of any Jewish population. Told from a unique teen perspective, the film captures this journey 

of self-discovery as the brothers accept the responsibility for preventing genocide from happening again. Lisa will lead a brief         

discussion after the film. 
 

 

March 11 • Esther Gerson Levy • Tobi Kamornik Gerson: My Mother’s Story 
Esther Gerson Levy shares the story of her mother, Tobi Komornik Gerson, who was born in Poland in 1925. After the Germans     

invaded Poland, 14-year-old Tobi became part of the German labor force – working in the Lodz Ghetto, Auschwitz, and at a munitions 

factory. She was evacuated from the Ravensbruck Concentration Camp and brought to Sweden by the Swedish Red Cross.  
 

 

March 18 • Ruth Scheuer Siegler • A Survivor’s Story of Survival and Triumph 
Not a day goes by that Ruth Siegler does not remember things from her past. She often wonders why it was she who survived. She 

will never forget, but believes one has to forgive and look for the good in what life has to offer. Ruth Siegler tells her story of survival 

in hopes that  future generations will learn from her and other survivors’ experiences. Afterwards, Ruth will be available to sign copies 

of her book, My Father’s Blessing. Books can be purchased at the event for $15, cash or check accepted. 
 

 

March 25 • Michael Sznajderman and Melina Goldfarb • Jack Bass: A Comfortable Life Soon Changed 
Jack Bass was born in Bernkastel, Germany. After the death of his father in 1932, he and his mother moved to Cologne, seeking  

anonymity in a larger city. The noose tightened and Jack was ultimately deported to Auschwitz, where he found himself working in the 

“fields of human hair.” When he was liberated by American troops on May 8, 1945, he weighed a mere 60 pounds. Bass family 

friend, Melina Goldfarb, talks of Jack’s life both during the Holocaust and his later years in Birmingham. Her discussion will follow a 

PowerPoint slide show created and presented by Michael Sznajderman. 
 

 

All programs will be held at 12:00 noon in the Arrington Auditorium, Linn Henley Annex,  

Birmingham Public Library. 

Birmingham Public Library Speaker Series       
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Bar Mitzvah Becomes Witness to History                Ann Mollengarden, Vice President  

 

Zachary Hagedorn, a 7th grade student at the N.E. Miles Jewish Day School, became a Bar Mitzvah at Temple Emanu-El on January 
24th. His preparation included exploring avenues of tzedakah (charitable giving) and tikkun olam (repairing the world). 
 

Having studied about the Holocaust in school, Zachary was always fascinated by the stories of survivors and their ability to begin 
anew after such traumatic experiences. He reached out to the BHEC and its Bar/Bat Mitzvah Legacy Program, which matches a  
Bar/Bat Mitzvah with a Holocaust survivor, or the child of a survivor, in our community in order to learn their story and become a  
witness and teacher of that story to future generations. 
 

Zachary chose to pair with Dr. Robert (Bob) May. In an intimate conversation, Zachary became a      
witness to Dr. May’s story and shared it with the congregation during Shabbat services.  
 

During elementary school, a young Dr. May was taunted for being Jewish. It became so difficult  
that his parents ultimately removed him from public school and sent him to nearby Frankfurt to 
attend a private Jewish school that offered a very advanced education.  

 

During the events of Kristallnacht, that school and the family business were destroyed. An    
uncle arranged for Dr. May to emigrate to England to attend a private Jewish boarding school 
until his parents were able to leave Germany. Upon arrival in the US with his parents at age 14, 
Dr. May was placed as a junior in high school. Everything was accelerated by the war and by 
age 22 he had finished medical school. 

 

Dr. May left Zachary with three important lessons from his experience: 
 

1. Stand up for what is right. If you see something wrong happening, speak up.  

2. Always get a good education. Everything else can be taken away from you, but your education cannot, and it will help you survive.                            

3. Always learn from your mistakes. 
 
To learn more about the BHEC Bar/Bat Mitzvah Legacy Program, please call the BHEC office of visit our website. 

A Slippery Slope: The Consequences of Hate        

  

The Sixteenth Street Baptist Church was the setting for a powerful new performance of the BHEC’s “A Slippery Slope” on January 

25th in commemoration of International Holocaust Remembrance Day and in partnership with the Birmingham Civil Rights Institute. 

The dramatic reading by Deborah Layman, which was first presented at L’Chaim 2014, was again performed beautifully by The     

Seasoned Performers with the addition of music by guitarist Alan Goldspiel, violinist Marilyn Pipkin, and vocalist Gabriel Tajeu. 
 

 

The church, which experienced the consequences of hate with the loss of 

four little girls in the 1963 bombing, was a fitting venue for the program 

which chronicles the increasingly harsh restrictions that were placed on the 

Jews in Nazi Germany in the 1930s. The script personalizes the experience 

through the use of first-person diary entries, letters, and the testimonies of 

local Holocaust survivors. It goes on to relate the events of the past to  

current events by chronicling antisemitic incidents in France during the 

past year. 
 

 

For this performance, Dr. Goldspiel arranged several traditional  

African-American spirituals and Klezmer tunes, and wrote four original  

pieces for guitar and violin that express the escalating anguish of European 

Jews in the years leading up to World War II. “When I read the script, I  

started hearing new music in my head. I felt compelled to compose these  

 pieces,” said Goldspiel. 

 

Gabriel Tajeu closed the program with a performance of “If You’re Out There,” a song 

by John Legend which serves as a modern-day anthem reminding us that it is our   

responsibility to make our voices heard in response to injustice.  

 

“It was an honor to be a part of the performance of ‘Slippery Slope,’” said Tajeu.  

“The piece is profound in many ways: from the social message, to the script, to the         

performance of the readings and music, to the overall feeling that it gave  

people.  Most of all, I felt as though we contributed to the consciousness of the      

community, which is priceless.” 

 
 

 

Actors/Musicians - Photo by Nik Layman 

Gabriel Tajeu- Photo by Larry O. Gay 
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TDIL Opens at Bevill State Community College 

 

The traveling version of Darkness Into Life (TDIL) opened at Bevill State Community College 

on January 13th. The Jasper community came out to support the event and to hear Dr. Dan 

Puckett, AHC member and author, speak on his book In the Shadow of Hitler. Attendees 

were welcomed by Bevill State Interim President Dr. Thomas Huebner. The event, planned 

by BSCC Librarian Rebecca Whitten, was very well attended. Bevill State will display the 

exhibit at each of their four campuses (Jasper, Hamilton, Sumiton, and Fayette) until the 

end of February.  
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Traveler Darkness into Life is also on permanent display at the Friedman Family 

Life Center at Knesseth Israel Congregation in Birmingham. 

 

In 2014, the BHEC fulfilled many requests for presentations by our Holocaust survivors and Guardians of Remembrance, our second 

generation speakers program. It is very exciting to facilitate the sharing these stories so the reality of NEVER AGAIN is understood by 

all who hear these remarkable presentations. Max Herzel, Max Steinmetz, Riva Hirsch, and Robert May are among the survivors who 

are preparing to speak in 2015. Esther Levy, Robert Adler, and Denise Lewis are some of the second generation speakers who will 

also give presentations in the coming months. 
 

This year our speakers can be found across central Alabama. 
 

Max Herzel   Rutledge Middle School, Moody Senior Center, Auburn University-Montgomery, Ruth Remnant Ministry,  

         West Point Middle School, Helena Middle School, Homewood Middle School 

Riva Hirsch  The Birmingham Women’s Network  

Esther Levy  Birmingham Public Library 

Denise Lewis  Cherokee Bend Elementary 

Robert May  Riverchase Middle School, Brookwood Forest Elementary, Jacksonville State University 

Ruth Siegler  Birmingham Public Library 

Max Steinmetz  St. Francis Xavier School, Mountain Brook Jr. High, Auburn University-Montgomery, Oak Mountain High  

         School, Montevallo High School 

Speaker’s Bureau Update                          Denise Lewis, Vice President 

 

Writer Holbrook Jackson once said “Your library is your portrait,” and we understand that our library serves as our portrait to students, 

teachers, researchers, and the community. As we grow older, however, our portraits change.  
 

We find ourselves saying a fond farewell to Judy Mills, who came out of retirement to help organize the BHEC 

library and make it what it is today. As we say goodbye to Judy upon her second retirement, we welcome the 

BHEC’s new part-time librarian, Mark Skinner. Mark currently serves as the Head of Circulation at the North 

Birmingham branch of the Birmingham Public Library system. With degrees in History and Library Science as 

well as archival experience, Mark brings a wealth of knowledge to the BHEC. Mark lives in the Crestwood  

neighborhood with his wife April, a nurse at Children’s of Alabama. 
 

Representatives from the University of Alabama Press visited the BHEC office in January to share new titles that 

can now be found in our collection:  A Final Reckoning: A Hannover Family’s Life and Death in the Shoah by 

Ruth Gutmann; Escaping Hitler: A Jewish Haven in Chile by Eva Goldschmidt Wyman; and The Quest for Jewish 

Belief and Identity in the Graphic Novel by Stephen E. Tabachnick. We are looking forward to our partnership 

with UA Press.  
 

In other exciting developments, the BHEC  Library will soon be receiving a major donation of almost 1,000 books 

from Clifford Young, a private collector in Washington, DC, almost tripling the size of our library. Plans are in the works not only to 

accommodate this generous donation, but to also convert all titles to the Library of Congress cataloguing system, which will bring the 

BHEC Library up to the standards of the majority of research libraries throughout the US.  

“Your Library is Your Portrait”             Rebecca Dobrinski, Program Director  

Mark Skinner 

Wish List: There are many ways to support the BHEC. One of those is by donating to our library. Need one more item to get free     

shipping on your Amazon order? Want to read a new book but don’t have room to keep it on your shelf? Maybe you were traveling 

and saw an interesting speaker who also had a book available. The BHEC always has a wish list of books we would like to see in our 

library. You also can search for the BHEC Wish List on Amazon or contact the BHEC office to inquire of our library needs. 

Dr. Thomas Huebner, Interim President 
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A special thank you to the following individuals and organizations providing much appreciated support to our work: 
 

 Roz Bloomston, Creative Cuisine, for catering our Board Orientation  

 Dr. Barry Ivker for the three original Holocaust artwork pieces he has given to the BHEC on permanent loan and for the copy of   

                 his book, Out of the Depths: 13 Original Plays Commemorating the Holocaust  

 Leah and Henry Lapidus for donating our Program Director’s executive desk 

 Joel Rotenstreich for donating Beyond Hitler’s Grasp: The Heroic Rescue of Bulgaria’s Jews by Michael Bar-Zohar to our library 

 Michael Sznajderman for his comprehensive presentation on late survivor Jack Bass; for the lithograph by his father, Marius   

                 Sznajderman, titled Elegy for My Shtetl 

 Temple Beth-El for donating numerous pieces of furniture and equipment to our office 

 

A Special Thanks 
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This past November, the BHEC hosted a full house at the Homewood Public Library for  

Kristallnacht: What Did We Know? What Did We Do? Well over 200 people from  

throughout the city gathered to hear Alabama Holocaust Commission members Dr. Dan 

Puckett and Maury Shevin discuss what Birmingham knew about Kristallnacht and how 

they responded.  
 

Kristallnacht refers to the night of violence aimed at Jewish stores, synagogues, and 

communities from November 9-10, 1938. These pogroms were sanctioned by the     

German government and are commonly known as the turning point of the Holocaust.  
 

There were three newspapers in Birmingham during that time, The Birmingham News, 

The Birmingham Post, and The Birmingham Age-Herald. BHEC volunteers searched 

through spools and spools of microfiche at the Linn Henley Research Library  

to read what Birmingham read in 1938 regarding this specific act of oppression by the 

Nazis. Particularly enlightening were the editorials we found.   
 

One such editorial is from syndicated newspaper columnist Dorothy Thompson that was published November 14, 1938 in The      

Birmingham Age-Herald. Dorothy writes: 
 

This crisis is not a Jewish crisis. It is a human crisis. The issue is not whether Judaism will survive, but whether the common           

civilization that runs from Greeks to our own day will survive. And the place to stand and work and fight for its survival is not, for us, 

in Germany, but is here, in this country, which is so dear to you and me. Protest we must and will, for the sake of our own  

self-respect, to let the world know that we are no party to this new crucifixion.  
 

Ms. Thompson’s sentiment is one many shared in 1938, although America remained 

closed to desperate Jewish refugees. 
 

Among the attendees were students from the Birmingham area, including several from 

teacher Mike Gadilhe’s World History Class at John Carroll Catholic High School. For the 

chance to earn 15 bonus points, students were instructed to write up to three pages on 

what they learned from the program. Mr. Gadilhe graciously sent us three of his         

students’ works, and the pieces are a testament to the influence of the presentations.  
 

All three students from Gadilhe’s class left the program with a new-found  

understanding of Kristallnacht. Each attentive youth wrote about the disgust Dorothy 

Thompson and Birmingham residents 

felt toward the inhumane actions of the 

Nazis. The studious observers likewise 

realized how much more could have been done for the prosecuted Jews after the 

events of Kristallnacht were publicized. These very informative papers also           

highlighted the beacon of hope that was Israel. While the journey to Israel/Palestine 

was arduous and met with hostility, many Jews have managed to establish homes 

there and throughout the world, successfully defeating the plans of the Third Reich. 
 

While the BHEC exists to serve everyone in the Birmingham and surrounding areas 

with much needed Holocaust education, seeing the specific impact on Birmingham’s 

youth is a cherished victory. So an A+ to these three up-and-coming Holocaust     

scholars: Jonathan Jackson, Will Cottrell, and Adison Welborn. 
 

Standing Room Only at BHEC’s Kristallnacht Program                 Chelsea Tucker, Office Manager 

Dan Puckett, Ann Mollengarden,  

Joyce Spielberger, and Maury Shevin 

Dan Puckett signs books 

Maury Shevin speaks 

For more information about Jews living and relocating to Alabama before, during, and after World War II, check out 

Dan’s latest book, In the Shadow of Hitler: Alabama’s Jews, the Second World War, and the Holocaust, available 

for check out in the BHEC library.  The archival articles on Kristallnacht are available on the BHEC website under 

Weblinks—Thematic Holocaust Links—Kristallnacht. 
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Teaching the Holocaust         Robin Dauma, Bob Jones High School, Huntsville, AL 

 

Robin Dauma is a 2014 Brenda and Fred Friedman Teacher Scholarship Recipient. 
 

With a bit of trepidation, I sat down on a rainy day mid-June to read the intimidating packet of material the Jewish Foundation for the 

Righteous (JFR) sent to participants in their Summer Institute for Teachers. Before the rain passed, my mind was whirling and my 

heart was both heavy and lifted. This dichotomy continued as I arrived at Columbia University and sat through the teaching of the 

incredible scholars who presented each day to the Lerner Fellows. The scholars’ candor, expertise, and inspiring words were a 

bit overwhelming at times. The concepts they presented filled in many gaps in my knowledge of events surrounding the Holocaust, 

and I found myself scrambling to jot down phrases and names to research later. We also had the incredible honor of  hearing from 

survivor Roman Kent, whose story of his dog LaLa gripped all of us with its touching picture of loyalty and perseverance.   
 

One of the most valuable aspects of the Institute was the opportunity to reflect on each presentation with fellow teachers. Gathering 

in small groups, we discussed each topic and how it related to our curriculum content and then brainstormed practical,  

student-friendly approaches to these topics. After sharing these ideas with the entire group, the JFR staff sent all of the ideas to the           

participants so we could immediately implement them in our classrooms. 
 

In addition to scholarly inspiration, the JFR arranged for a wonderful week for us in New York! We enjoyed two special dinners              

together and a fun night out at a Mets game as guests of Saul and Irene Katz. The events of the week reminded me that my           

contribution as a teacher is indeed both valued and valuable, even though sometimes I can feel like my efforts go unnoticed. As the 

week progressed, I posted comments or photos on social media. I was thrilled to read comments from a few of my former students, 

mentioning something related to our Holocaust unit they remembered from my class. The juxtaposition of emotions and responses  

still continues. As hard as it was to read, hear, and discuss the events and issues presented, it was also a week that rekindled my 

faith in both humanity and myself.   
 

As school started in August, I began to revise my plan for my Holocaust unit to be based on Elie 

Wiesel’s Night. I was so excited to work in my new knowledge and materials acquired at the JFR 

Institute. The students’ analyses and discussions were richer, broader, and deeper because of 

this additional information and my renewed perspective. Additionally, I was motivated to get in 

touch with survivor Stan Minkinow, whom I met several years ago when I taught his grand-

daughter in middle school. He agreed to come speak to my students and we were so honored by 

his presence and his story. I was so proud of the attentiveness my students gave Mr. Minkinow 

and especially of the mature and perceptive questions they posed after he finished speaking.   
 

When I visited with Mr. Minkinow a few weeks later, delivering photos from his visit and some 

letters from my students, he shared with me how the time he spent with them had renewed his 

own sense of hope that young people actually cared about learning history and were open to 

growing in their understanding of the human experience. I left with a sense of déjà vu, feeling yet 

again a mixture of sadness and joy—sadness that Mr. Minkinow had experienced such horrific 

things, yet thankful that I was able to know him and to help my students learn from him. 
 

I am grateful to the BHEC and the JFR for the opportunity to learn and grow through this experience. All in all, the experiences of the 

past few months have renewed my vigor and determination to do all I can to help my students, my colleagues, and my community - as 

well as myself - understand as much as we can about this crucial period of history and the issues surrounding it.   

Stan Minkinow and  

Robin Dauma 

 

Announcing  New BHEC Internship Program 
 

The BHEC has two new exciting opportunities for college students and recent graduates. Beginning this semester, we have openings 

for several research interns and an event planning intern.  
 

The research interns will provide content for BHEC programming by sourcing images, stories, perspectives, and other information to 

discover insights and tell the stories of the Holocaust. Teaching the lessons of the Holocaust requires thorough investigation and  

inquiry. As the numbers of survivors dwindle, diligent and conscientious scholars are needed to preserve their legacy for posterity. In 

addition to collating and reporting on their research, interns will present their findings to the BHEC at the end of the semester. If you 

enjoy research and have a desire to bring world history to the community level then this internship may be a perfect fit.  
 

Our second opportunity, the event planning intern position, is only open during the summer. Being a nonprofit, the BHEC depends on  

generous donors to support our many teacher and community education programs. Our main event, L’Chaim, is instrumental in    

providing funds to increase our educational reach. This intern would support the Program Director in planning this event. If you or 

someone you know is detail-oriented and passionate about fundraising, this summer-long position will provide real world experience 

necessary for success in the academic world and the job market. 
 

All prospective interns must possess strong writing, computer, organizational, research, and communication skills. Potential interns 

should currently be seeking a degree in journalism, history, marketing, communication, public history, or a closely related field.  

Undergraduate and graduate students are encouraged to apply. While this internship is unpaid, BHEC will work with universities to 

ensure course credit requirements are met. 



 

 

Birmingham Holocaust Education Center 

P.O. Box 130805 

Birmingham, AL  35213-0805 

205.795.4176, information@bhamholocausteducation.org 

www.bhamholocausteducation.org 
 

JOIN US ON FACEBOOK 

 

 

BHEC MISSION STATEMENT 

Inspired by Alabama Holocaust survivors, whose presence in our community makes us mindful of the injustices in their past, the BHEC is 

committed to preserving their memories and continuing their legacies. The lessons of the Holocaust are profound and relevant, providing a 

platform to explore important ethical and moral issues. Our goal is to keep the history of the Holocaust alive by providing engaging 

resources, programs, and initiatives to the students, teachers, and communities of Alabama. Through Holocaust education, we hope to 

ensure that new generations will apply the lessons of the Holocaust to the construction of a more just, humane, and tolerant future. 
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We’re going green in 2016!  

We hope to deliver Legacy primarily via email. If we don’t 

have your email, please notify us: 205-795-4176. 

The BHEC has openings for several “time limited” 

volunteer activities.  Join us by contacting : 

 

Rebecca Dobrinski, Program Director 

205-795-4177 

bhecrebecca@gmail.com 

 

 

IN MEMORIAM 
 

Jenny Cohen 
August 16, 1912 

to 

January 5, 2015 

Call for Volunteers 

Thank You to Our In-Kind Supporters 


